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Introduction

First of all, thank you very much for choosing oil-free O2 filling

compressor(hereinafter referred to as the compressor) produced by our

company. I hope this product can serve you well and achieve

satisfactory results.

The company's products have been strictly tested before they go

out and qualified factory, but in order to ensure the machine can safe,

reliable and durable to use, operation and maintenance personnel,

please read this instruction manual before the compressor running,

fully grasp the norms of operation of the compressor and skills, can

make the compressor is in a good working condition for a long time.

If the use of this product, maintenance is still unknown, please

contact us in time, the company will serve you wholeheartedly.

This product is suitable for：

The compression medium is dry non-granular oxygen

pressurization or tank.



Appearance of the figure：

Specific goods subject to!

（Fig.1）



Schematic diagram of internal structure：

（Fig.2）



一、Working principle and technical parameters
1、Working principle
1.1 The compressor belongs to reciprocating, piston (with middle body
and crosshead), single acting, combination of air cooling and water
cooling, three-stage compression, all oil-free and lubricated oxygen
canned compressor (hereinafter referred to as the compressor).

1.2 The compressor is composed of the main engine, the motor, the
support and the electrical control elements. The main engine and the
motor are placed on the support. It is equipped with a one-way valve,
an inlet ball valve, an exhaust globe valve, a cooling water pump and a
flow meter, and a solenoid valve is installed in the inlet pipe and the
unloading pipeline.

1.3 When the compressor is working, the motor drives the crankshaft to
produce rotary motion through the v-belt, and the piston produces
reciprocating motion through the connecting rod, which changes the
cylinder volume and leads to the change of gas pressure in the cylinder.
The gas in the pressure state is inhaled into the cylinder through the
inlet valve block, the inlet solenoid valve, the inlet pipe and the inlet
valve. The compressed gas is compressed into the required pressure
through three stages and discharged through the one-way valve,
pipeline and exhaust valve block for use.

1.4 It is provided with intercooler between the first, second and second
and third stages.

2 、 This product is suitable for ： The compression medium is dry
non-granular oxygen pressurization or tank.

3、Basic technical parameters (see P6 -- table 1).



table 1

NO.

Model

Unit
Technical

Specification

SWY-45/4-200
SWY-50/4-200

SWY-55/4-200
SWY-60/4-200

1 Inlet pressure MPa 0.4

2 Gas supply pressure MPa 15

3 Capacity m3/h 45/50 55/60

4 Compression level 3

5 Number of cylinder

Stage1 2

Stage2 1

Stage3 1

6 Revolving speed r/min 580 640/720

7 Lubrication way 全 无 油 润 滑

8 Control system PLC

9 Discharge temp ℃ ≤200

10 Drive model V

11 Power kw 18.5 18.5/22

12 Supply voltage V 380

13 Inlet size Rc1/2 Rc1

14 Outlet size G5/8

15 Dimension mm 1400×1050×1250

二、The installation
1. The compressor should be placed in a dry and well-ventilated room
with the ambient temperature below 40℃ . There should be enough
space around for repairs and maintenance.

2. Pay attention to voltage and cycle of each electrical component, and the
wiring shall be conducted according to P22 -- 八、Electrical principle

http://dict.youdao.com/w/eng/[%e7%94%b5]supply_voltage/


and wiring diagram.
3. The installation of the main road should avoid hard connection.
4. There is no need to specially make the foundation, only need to operate
the ground, the base can be fixed with expansion bolts.

5. Water is injected into the cooling water tank, and it is higher than the
scale line at the top. The water quality is pure water.

6. Before the gas enters the compressor, the pipeline precision filter
(precision ≤ 1μm) shall be added to prevent dust particles from
entering the compressor and causing cylinder damage to the machine.

三、Use
1. After the compressor is installed and confirmed to meet the requirements,

it can be tested. The test method is as follows:
1.1 Before test run, check whether bolts and nuts are loose. Press the middle

part of the v-band with the index finger, check the v-band, the v-band
can droop about 10mm is normal;

1.2 Instantaneous start: connect the inlet pipe, open the inlet ball valve and
exhaust globe valve, connect the power, and press the "start" button.
When the inlet pressure reaches the set upper limit of the inlet pressure,
the compressor starts. Check that the steering is the same as the arrow
shown on the compressor. When the compressor starts, the sound of
three-level piston knocking on the cylinder may appear for a short time
due to the low air supply pressure, which is a normal phenomenon and
will disappear soon.

1.3 The above inspection is normal, and the compressor operates under low
load for more than 10min. During operation, if the intake pressure is
too low and lower than the set pressure limit, the compressor will stop
automatically. When the intake pressure rises to the set value, the
compressor will start automatically.

1.4 In inlet pressure in the set value within the scope of the condition, close
the vent valve, gas supply pressure rises to the set pressure limit, the
compressor automatically cut off power supply, motor stop running,
intake solenoid valve closed air intake at the same time, the unloading



electromagnetic valve opens, the discharge chamber and pipe line and
the suction cavity and line connected, when ready to rev car again,
realize the no-load startup. About 5min after the shutdown, the cooling
water pump stopped working.

When the compressor is working on the filling bottle and the air
supply pressure rises to the upper limit set, the compressor stops
automatically for the end of the filling bottle work. Press the "OFF"
button before replacing the oxygen cylinder. After the oxygen cylinder
of the filling bottle is connected, press the "ON" button and the
compressor will restart to start the filling bottle.

1.5 Starting control sequence: press "ON", the inlet electromagnetic valve
opens, the main engine runs after 5s delay, and the pump works at the
same time. After another 30-60s, the flow meter starts to detect the
cooling water flow.

1.6 If the above inspection is normal, the compressor can work. Attention
when working: it is strictly prohibited to set the air supply pressure
higher than the maximum set pressure value, otherwise, it will cause
failure and the compressor will stop. When the work is finished or the
power is cut off, the power should be turned off.

2、Operation panel
2.1 After qualified installation and debugging, enter the power-on interface

(Fig. 3) and select Chinese/English interface language before entering
the main interface (Fig. 4). Press the "ON" button, the compressor
enters the working state, and the real-time data will be displayed on the
touch screen. After the touch screen stops using for 5 minutes, it will
enter the sleep state, namely the standby interface (Fig5). Click
anywhere on the screen to wake up, and you can continue to view all
real-time data.



Boot interface（Fig.3）

The main interface（Fig.4）

◆Main interface noun explanation：
Inlet pressure—Compressor inlet pressure value, unit: MPa.
1-stage pressure — Pressure value of the gas compressed after passing

through the first stage cylinder, unit: MPa.
2-stage pressure—Pressure value of gas compressed after passing through

the first and second cylinders, unit: MPa.
Gas supply pressure—Pressure value of compressor supply port, unit: MPa.
Total running time—When the working time of a maintenance cycle is tired,

click "Maintenance Parameters Reset" and get tired again, unit: hour
(h).

1-stage TEMP—First stage cylinder exhaust temperature, unit ℃.



2-stage TEMP—Second stage cylinder exhaust temperature, unit ℃.
Last stage TEMP—Last stage cylinder exhaust temperature, unit ℃.
Working—The compressor is displayed as "Running" when it is in normal

operation, "Stop" when it is stopped, and "Error" when it is in fault.
Control mode — The starting and stopping mode of the compressor

controlled by the operation of the display screen is local
mode and common mode. If necessary, you can set to
remote mode.

Compressible medium—The compressed gas suitable for this compressor is
not applicable to other gases.

Standby interface（Fig.5）
2.2 The control system of the compressor has been adjusted according to the

user's requirements when it leaves the factory. If the parameters need to
be adjusted due to work requirements, the adjustment can be made
according to the following description.

2.2.1Numerical method for adjusting inlet start, inlet stop, supply start and
supply stop pressure:

In the main interface, click "User Settings" to enter the user
parameter setting interface (Fig.6) → Click the number box that needs
to be changed → appear the value input interface (Fig.7) → enter the
value that needs to be changed → click "输入（Enter）" → return to
the user parameter setting interface → Change is completed.

※①Inlet start value < inlet stop value, this group of values can not be
changed by the user, for the calculation of the results, should seek



the manufacturer's opinion, or cause a variety of faults.
②Gas supply start value < gas supply stop value.

User parameter setting interface（Fig.6）

Numerical input interface（Fig.7）
2.2.2 Adjust control port method:
Click the gray number box to enter the value input interface → enter "0"

for local mode, enter "1" for remote mode → click "输入（Enter）" →

return to the user parameter setting interface → change completed.
2.2.3The maintenance time is set to 2000 hours, which cannot be changed

by the user.
※After maintenance, click "Maintenance parameters reset" in the user
parameter setting interface to get tired again.



2.2.4Fault record clear button: the user can choose the clear time.
2.2.5Alarm parameters reset：After the fault is removed, press this key to

restart the compressor.
※ The maximum value (MAX) and minimum value (MIN) displayed in
the blue title box on the numerical input interface (FIG. 7) are the
range within which the user can enter the numerical value. If the
input field is red outside this range, there is no way to continue the
next step.

2.3If the working status bar shows "Error" , please click "Error" to enter the
fault status interface (Fig.7) to see the cause of the fault. After
troubleshooting, click "User settings" → "Alarm parameters reset"
before starting the compressor.

Fault state interface（图 8）

2.3.1Explanation of fault status:
Remote switch — Normally OFF, except when purchased with remote

functionality.
Local start—Click "ON" to make it ON.
Sudden stop—Usually OFF and ON when the emergency stop button is



pressed.
Supply pressure—The inlet pressure is ON when it reaches the set inlet

pressure, and OFF when it is below.
Motor—The motor is not energized or damaged.

When the above ON/OFF states meet their respective conditions,
they will switch automatically without manual reset.

2.3.2Explanation of fault status:
Intake pressure alarm—When the intake pressure is lower than 0.1MPa, the

alarm is OFF.
1-stage pressure alarm—When the exhaust pressure of 1-stage cylinder is

higher than 1.9MPa, it will alarm and be in OFF state.
2-stage pressure alarm—When the exhaust pressure of 2-stage cylinder is

higher than 5.7MPa, it will alarm and be in OFF state.
Supply pressure alarm—In the user setting, when the air supply pressure is

set higher than 15.5MPa, alarm is set as OFF state.
1-stage TEMP alarm—The exhaust temperature of the first stage cylinder

exceeds 160℃.
1-stage TEMP alarm—The exhaust temperature of the second stage cylinder

exceeds 160℃.
Last stage TEMP alarm— If the exhaust temperature of the final cylinder

exceeds 160℃, the alarm will be given.
Pump faults—Shut down due to insufficient cooling water or pump failure.
Thermal protection—If the current is too high, it will alarm.

If the above alarm compressor stops, the state of OFF will be
displayed. The fault parts need to be checked and repaired. Before
starting up again, the alarm parameter reset button should be pressed.
Maintenance time—When tired to a maintenance cycle, the maintenance

prompt will become OFF state, stop. After maintenance,
click "Reset of Maintenance Parameters" on the user
parameter setting interface to get tired again.



四、Control system
The control system of the compressor is composed of YKHMI touch
screen, PLC controller, pressure sensor (inlet and supply pressure),
temperature sensor (first stage temperature, final stage temperature), inlet
solenoid valve, unloading solenoid valve, one-way valve and pipeline.
The volume flow rate of the compressor should be able to adapt to the
change of the volume of air used. When the volume of air used is less
than the volume flow rate of the compressor, the volume flow rate should
be adjusted by the control system to prevent the continuous rise of the
supply pressure. Display pressure and temperature in real time while
working.

When the inlet pressure reaches 0.4mpa, press "start up", and the
compressor starts to work according to the starting control sequence of
三、1.5. When the exhaust pressure reaches the set value of 15MPa, the
motor power will be cut off automatically and the compressor will stop
working. At this time, the intake electromagnetic valve is closed, the air
inlet is closed, and the unloading solenoid valve is opened, so that the
high-pressure cavity and pipeline of the exhaust end are connected with
the air inlet and the air inlet, so as to reach the same pressure on both
sides. At the same time, the cooling pump stops working, so as to realize
no-load starting.

五、Maintenance
1. Check the following items once a day:
1.1 Touch screen: whether the data is clearly displayed;
1.2 Whether there is leakage of gas;
1.3 No excessive noise and vibration.
2. Make the following maintenance every month
2.1Inspect V belt for stretching and wear. The movable motor can adjust

the V belt to tighten or replace the V belt.
2.2Check the motor for overheating and abnormal sound.
3.Each maintenance cycle for the following maintenance
This machine is equipped with early warning of maintenance time when



working time is tired. When leaving the factory, the maintenance warning
time is set to 2000h. If the maintenance is indicated by the scrolling
subtitles above the display screen, please follow the following methods:

3.1 Check the wear condition of piston ring and guide ring. Usually,
according to time statistics, the piston ring and guide ring are around
2000h, and the packing group needs to be replaced around 3000h (see
P13-P15 for the replacement method). The radial dimension of piston
cycle limit is 2.5mm, and the radial dimension of guide cycle limit is
1.8mm.

3.2 Check the air valve to see whether the leakage is serious;
3.3 Check the running condition of the bearing. If the compressor runs for
2000h or about one year, special grease provided by our company shall be
added to the needle roller bearing and double-end sealed deep groove ball
bearing in the bearing cavity. Grease method see P17 -- 五、6 Add grease.

3.4 Check whether the cooling water in the tank is sufficient and ensure that
the cooling water is higher than the upper scale line.

4、Replace rider ring, piston ring and Packing group of NO.1 and NO.2
cylinders（Fig.2）

4.1Replace rider ring、 piston ring
After disassembling cylinder block(17), you can replace piston ring (13)

and rider ring(15). Replacement (5) further disassembly (4) is required.
◆ Disassembly (4) sequence: open the middle window → loosen the bolts
(25) → successively remove (27), (26), (28), piston rod(18) →

disassemble (7) and (4) connection bolts, remove the middle body →

disassemble crosshead (4) and crankcase(1) connection bolts.
4.2Replace packing group
After the change in the above order rider ring and piston ring, on parts
distancepiece apart packinggland (20) on 6 screws, slowly pull out the
piston rod (18), and out of the packing group (8) and the packingcase (23)
and (21), and write down the original assembly direction, will be
assembled new packing the groups according to the original direction,
remember, packing group of radial openings should be toward the
direction of the pressure, tangential openings in the direction of the back



pressure, every three disc has letters or Numbers, Should be assembled in
sequence, can't install wrong. It is best to assemble the three valves on the
piston rod, put into the packingcase, and then install to distancepiece,
before loading check whether the o-ring can continue to use, if necessary
to replace a new o-ring. If there are no other problems, it can be
reassembled in the following order: Crosshead (4) → distancepiece (7)
→ [piston (16), the piston rod (18), packinggland (20), and other
components]→ cylinder block (17) and valves (10) (including upper and
lower pad), cylinder head (9) to adjust the piston at the top and valve (16)
component (10) bottom clearance (1.0± 0.2 mm) →Middle cylinder
window.

◆ Clearance adjustment method of 1.0±0.2mm:
Manual drive wheel, the piston (16) arrived at top dead center, and

valves seat bottom contact, just at this time as 0 mm gap, and then
clockwise rotating piston rod and a half weeks, can get 1 mm clearance,
clearance is more appropriate. Then tighten (28) and finally fix (26) and
(27) to ensure that piston rod (18) does not move in series while the
compressor is working.

※ Do not separate piston rod (18) from piston (16) as far as possible in
the above replacement wearing parts. In case of accidental separation,
please apply the type 1272 high temperature resistant screw glue on
the screw (11) and tighten it.

5、Replace rider ring, piston ring and Packing group of NO.3 cylinders
（Fig.2）

5.1Replace rider ring、piston ring
Remove the water jacket (35) and bring out the third piston (38).

Remove the piston and replace it with the third piston ring (40) and the
third rider ring (39).
Replace the rider ring (5) and continue to disassemble the crosshead (4).
◆ Remove crosshead (4) sequence: remove crosshead (4) and crankcase

(1) connection bolts, remove crosshead.
5.2Replace packing group

On parts distancepiece apart packinggland(20) 6 screws , in turn to
take out the packinggland (20)、restrictor ring(21)、packingcase (23) and



packing group (8), write down the original assembly direction, will be
assembled new packing the groups according to the original direction,
remember, packing group of radial openings should be toward the
direction of the pressure, tangential openings in the direction of the back
pressure, every three disc has letters or Numbers, should be assembled
according to the order cannot be wrong. It is best to assemble the three
valves on the piston, put in the packingcase, and then install to
distancepiece, before loading check whether the o-ring can continue to
use, if necessary to replace a new o-ring. If there are no other problems,
reassemble crosshead (4)→piston with packinggland (20)、restrictor ring
(21)、packings (8)、packingcase (23) into distancepiece→water jacket
(35).

6. Add grease (fig.8)
Grease shall be added at the time specified in article 五、3.3. Among

them, point A and point B are once A year (or 2000 hours), and point C is
once every two years (or 3000 hours).

Method: Remove fat cover A, silk block B, front cover C and back cover C
before adding fat.

6.1 A point fatten (that is, two fatten points in the big head bearing of the
connecting rod) : turn the pulley by hand to make the fat cup of the big
head of the connecting rod in the visible position and convenient fatten.
Fatten it with the grease gun with random belt, and the fatten amount is
about 15ml.

Step: Press the fatliquor gun 3-4 times, then turn the fan wheel and press the
fatliquor gun 3-4 times after several weeks to finish the fatliquor. Note:
Do not add more to avoid the bearing seal ring burst.

6.2 B point fatting (that is, three fatting points of small-head needle roller
bearing of connecting rod) : remove middle cylinder window first, then
turn the pulley to see that the cross head is at the top. At this time, the
fatting hole of needle roller bearing and silk-blocked B hole are on the
same axis. Grease gun can be used for fatting, and the fatting amount is
about 20ml.

6.3 C point fatliquoring (two fatliquoring points) : remove the pulley and the
front and back cover C, and then remove the rubber cover with the steel



bar to fatliquoring.It's about 15ml.
6.4 After adding fat, remove the cover and reinstall the silk plug.

Add grease（Fig.8)
7. One-way valve

One-way valve is a device to ensure that the compressed gas in the
exhaust pipe does not flow back to the compressor. If damaged, please
remove the one-way valve as shown in Fig. 9 for adjustment and repair, and
replace the one-way valve if necessary.

One-way valve（Fig.9）
8. After maintenance, connect all pipelines, and check whether the operation
is normal with the big wheel by hand. If it is normal, it can be tested without
load.



六、General failure causes and troubleshooting methods(Fig.2)
The fault Possible reasons for Elimination method

Pressure does not
rise or rises for too
long

Valves leak or close loosely
Close, leak, damage should be
replaced with new parts

Valves bad
Inspection, cleaning, damage the
new valves should be replaced

Packings, piston ring, rider ring wear Replacement of new parts

Unloading solenoid valve or intake
solenoid valve is damaged

Replace the damaged solenoid
valve

The working
pressure exceeds
the set value

Pressure sensor failure
Replace the pressure sensor with a
new one

Excessive sound
and vibration

Improper installation
The machine should be smooth,
adjust the landing of the base

Bearing damage Replace with a new bearing

Piston (16) and valves (10)

Adjust the piston rod (18) and
lock the mother (28) make the
clearance from the lower pole of
the piston and valves should be in
1.0±0.2 mm

The rider ring (5) and (15) are badly
worn Replace the new rider ring

Motor damage Replace motor or repair
Cylinder block (17) or crosshead (4) is
heavily worn

Replace cylinder block or
crosshead

Excessive exhaust
temperature
（≥200℃）

Valves bad Replace the valves

Fan wheel reversal
Check whether the fan wheel
steering is the same as the logo

Insufficient cooling water
The water tank is filled with water
and is higher than the scale line at
the top

Temperature sensor damage Replace with a new temperature
sensor

Motor does not
turn

The power supply lacks
Check the wires and electrical
components and connect the short
circuit parts

Pressure sensor damage Replace pressure sensors

The motor burned Replace the motor
Failure or failure to reset after
maintenance

Reset as described in P12-P13



七、Vulnerable parts catalogue and schematic drawing (separately
purchased by users)
1.List of wearing parts

model

Name

SWY-45/4-200
SWY-50/4-200

SWY-55/4-200
SWY-60/4-200

First piston ring 8

Second piston ring 4

Third piston ring 10

First rider ring 2

Second rider ring 1

Third rider ring 2

Crosshead rider ring 8
First stage suction

valve 2

Second stage suction
valve 1

Exhaust valve 8
Third stage intake

valve 1

Third stage exhaust
valve 1

Packings 12组

O-

ring

Φ25×1.8 2

Φ35×2.65 2

Φ45×2.65 1

Φ48.7×1.8 13

Φ53×1.8 4

Φ63×1.8 2

Φ100×2.65 4



2.Diagram of vulnerable parts of compressor:

Piston ring Piston/crosshead Suction valve Exhaust valve
rider ring

Packings

Third stage Third stage
inlet valve exhaust valve



八、Electrical principle and wiring diagram
Attention! Except the three - phase connection is correct.

Zero line (N) must be connected correctly, otherwise the compressor air
pressure will not increase!

（Fig.11）


